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The planning of airport regions and 
National Aviation Policy  
Issues and challenges in the Australian experience 2008-
2009 
Robert Freestone and Douglas Baker 
The planning of airports has long been contentious because of their localisation of 
negative impacts. The globalisation, commercialisation and deregulation of the 
aviation industry has unleashed powerful new economic forces both on and off-
airport. Over the last two decades, many airports have evolved into airport cities 
located at the heart of the wider aerotropolis region. This shifts the appropriate 
scale of planning analysis towards broader regional concerns. However, 
governments have been slow to respond and airport planning usually remains 
poorly integrated with local, city and regional planning imperatives. The Australian 
experience exemplifies the divide. The privatization of major Australian airports 
from 1996 has seen billions of dollars spent on new airside and landside 
infrastructure but with little oversight from local and state authorities because the 
ultimate authority for on-airport development is the Federal Minister for Transport. 
Consequently, there have been growing tensions in many major airport regions 
between the private airport lessee and the broader community, exacerbated by both 
the building of highly conspicuous non-aeronautical developments and growing 
airport area congestion. This paper examines the urban planning content of 
Australia’s national aviation policy review (2008-09) with reference to current and 
potential opportunities for all-of-region collaboration in the planning process.  
1 Introduction 
The modern airport presents an almost insoluble planning conundrum in its 
concatenation of benefits and costs over different geographic scales and particularly 
its juxtaposition of localised disbenefits with more diffuse regional benefits (Short, 
2004). While issues of noise, amenity, air quality and public safety have traditionally 
 
 
dominated airport planning, discourse, responding to the broader planning impacts 
of airports on property and economic development is generally less well advanced. 
Yet this wider airport region is now recognised as an increasingly unsettled space 
caught ‘‘in the crossfire of different ambitions“ (Güller and Güller, 2003, 144) and is 
posing considerable challenges for regional planning governance (de Jong 2008; 
Prins, 2008; Schaafsma et al, 2008).  
This paper briefly surveys Australian manifestations of these challenges through 
the lens of the National Aviation Policy Review conducted in 2008-09. It reports a 
review and analysis of those submissions to a major government “Green Paper“ 
released late in 2008 relating specifically to airport planning and infrastructure 
issues. The aim of the analysis is to recover the main types and sources of opinion on 
contentious planning matters, including recognition of the idea of the airport region 
as a planning construct, to point the way toward constructive resolution of conflicts 
over airport development. 
2 From Airport City to Airport Region  
The attention given to place-specific contestation about airport expansion, site 
selection and facilities development belies the reality of much more pervasive area 
planning issues across all world regions. The fundamental problem is the divide 
between airport and city planning. Both have grown in sophistication and 
complexity through the years, yet the ways in which they interrelate are frequently 
crude to non-existent. The historical reasons often lie in the national interest stake in 
and control of airports, and correspondingly, their narrow conceptualisation as 
specialised transportation centres requiring approaches set apart from more 
everyday planning concerns. This divide is no longer sustainable since it inhibits the 
optimal and equitable interdependent development of both airport and region. 
In a globalised world, airports have become key infrastructural hubs in dynamic 
city region economies. They are of particular interest to the private sector which has 
helped transform them into mixed use activity precincts servicing both airport 
employees and wider regional needs beyond just the travelling public. This is the 
“airport city“ phenomenon, defined by Güller and Güller (2003, 70) as “the more or 
less dense cluster of operational, airport-related activities, plus other commercial 
and business concerns, on and around the airport platform“. The larger frame of 
reference is what Kramer termed in 1990 the “airport formation“, exceeding the 
spatial boundaries of the airport and stitching together a varied mix of airport-
bounded, airport-using and airport-susceptible activities (van den Berg et al., 1996). 
These represent archetypal new economic spaces driven by the trans-national 
relational geography of the network society. They almost invariably have developed 
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across a fragmented institutional landscape characterised by complex structures of 
interests and coalitions - private, public, local, regional and interregional, national 
and international - with differing values, interests, resources and authority (Salet 
and Thornley, 2007). 
A range of airport-related land use problems has arisen within the airport “frame“ 
area, including:  
• lack of alignment between airport, city and regional planning; 
• lack of integrated forward-looking spatial planning and joint-agreements;  
• lack of coordination between different levels of government and other 
stakeholders;  
• blighted conditions where small-scale older uses have been disenfranchised 
from wider improvement coalitions;  
• competition, conflict and confusion between local authorities over development 
philosophies and planning controls;  
• equitable financing of  infrastructure provision;  
• traffic congestion at airports stimulated by airport-related commercial activity; 
• uncertainty regarding optimal character of on- and near-airport commercial 
development; and  
• resistance from ’high street‘ traders and local municipalities to expansion of 
retailing at airports.  
Effective governance is hampered by two main factors: one, the conflict between 
different sets of laws and policy objectives governing air and land, and two, 
governments routinely being forced to compromise between proponents of action 
exaggerating benefits and critics overstating costs of airport and airport-related 
development (Appold et al., 2008). The outcome is almost invariably “mixed spatial-
economic results” in which “the relation between the airport and the wider urban 
fabric of the city-region is underdeveloped” (van Wiljk, 2007, 16). Even Kasarda, the 
main advocate of the “aerotropolis” model of urban form, concedes that most 
development to date has been spontaneous and haphazard resulting in airport area 
congestion and environmental problems – a long way short of the synergistic ideal of 
integrated airport, urban and regional, and business site planning (Kasarda, 2001).  
The capturing of benefits from airport and related development suggests the 
desirability of a regional policy approach (Green, 2007). However, there are no ideal 
models because of vast cultural differences in planning systems, land ownership, 
development models and infrastructure provision. The Schiphol area is known for 
 
 
innovative approaches to inter-stakeholder planning. However, its development and 
governance has only evolved through “trial and error“ and still embodies more 
universal tensions between national, regional, local and airport goals in relation to 
economic growth, international competitiveness, accessibility versus amenity, and 
the optimum balance between commercial and public interests (Appold et al., 2008). 
For some critics it remains a region in turmoil with a “patchwork quilt“ of 
governance, suggesting rather too much putative planning coordination (De Jong et 
al., 2008). As a consequence, for here and elsewhere, more relational (actor-
oriented) and less territorial approaches to airport region planning have been 
advanced (De Jong, 2008). Drawing on collaborative planning theory, the solution is 
thought to rest in better methods of organizing connectivity (Salet and Thornley, 
2007). 
3 The Australian scene  
The need for the better articulation of spatial governance structures is similarly 
apparent in Australian airport settings, but has rarely been explicitly addressed in 
policy terms. An explanation may well lie in various factors including 1) the tripartite 
structure of government (national, state, local) which creates little space for robust 
regional and sub-regional strategies, 2) a concentration in the political arena on 
“across the fence“ issues between airports and surrounding jurisdictions, and 3) the 
continuing skew in public debate toward noise as the dominant airport planning 
concern.  
Most major capital city, general aviation and regional airports previously run by 
the Federal Airports Corporation were privatised in 1996. This policy direction was 
in line with the broader economic philosophy of neo-liberalism, evident elsewhere in 
the global aviation industry with moves towards de-regulation and corporatisation 
(Hooper et al., 2000). Over the last 13 years the basic provisions of the Airports Act 
1996 have remained intact. Under the Australian Constitution, federal law prevails 
for airport land to the exclusion of state and territory laws. Hence, a unique planning 
approvals system was created. Key requirements are preparation of master plans for 
twenty-year planning horizons every five years, major development plans for any 
proposed work costing more than $20 million, and designation of building 
comptrollers for approval of minor development. Formal public exhibition 
requirements are stipulated. Both master and major development plans must now 
address ‘consistency’ (or lack of) with local and state planning schemes, a provision 
that does inject some acknowledgment of the external planning environment. 
However, development and plan approval rests with the Commonwealth (federal) 
Government in Canberra and specifically the Minister for Infrastructure, Transport, 
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Regional Development and Local Government. Parallel processes have been put in 
place for the drafting of airport environmental strategies also updatable for five year 
planning horizons. These also require the concurrence and ongoing scrutiny of a 
separate Minister administering the federal Environmental Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act 1999.  
Highly visible commercial development at airports over the last decade along with 
the great increase in airport passenger and freight traffic promoted both by 
deregulation of the airlines and globalisation have raised a variety of planning 
challenges and problems which have been aired extensively through the courts, 
popular media, inter-governmental dealings, and various public forums. Much of 
this tension stimulated the federal government’s National Aviation Policy Review 
initiated by the new Rudd Labor Government after its election in late 2007. This 
policy review provides an opportunity to more systematically survey the nature and 
extent of pertinent issues in the Australian sphere. 
4 The National Aviation Policy Review 
The rationale for the National Aviation Policy Review reflected the need to stock take 
a range of challenging circumstances, both global and local, in the aviation 
environment. Urban planning issues took their place alongside other concerns 
including customer and community protection, industry training, liberalisation of 
airline policy, emissions and climate change, public safety, and security. The Federal 
Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Local 
Government (DITRDLG) has carriage of the Review. In the British Westminster 
tradition, the Review produced an Issues Paper (April 2008) and a Green Paper 
outlining preliminary proposals (December 2008) en route to a White Paper in the 
last months of 2009. 
The Issues Paper noted that although there had been “unprecedented investment 
by private airport operators”, investment decisions must meet not only industry 
needs but also allow “for proper consideration of developments and appropriate 
recognition of the impacts on local communities” (Australian Government, 2008a). 
The Paper posed questions such as ‘are airport planning and development 
mechanisms working effectively?’ and ‘how can we improve consultation?’ It 
attracted nearly 300 submissions. The main planning issues raised are summarised 
in Table 1 and capture in outline the tranche of concerns which have been raised by 
local and state governments, community organisations, and business groups who 
comment on the scale of on-airport commercial development unregulated by normal 
state planning controls since the late 1990s. 
 
 
 
State and local government:  
• Lack of effective integration between federal, state and local planning regimes 
• Local communities having to meet off site infrastructure costs to support airport expansion 
in the absence of mandatory developer contributions  
• Competitive advantage gained by airports conducting non-aviation based activities over 
commercial rivals that are subject to jurisdictional planning controls 
• Master Plans and Major Development Plans lack specific detail and accompanying traffic 
and similar studies required for developments of a similar scale proposed for land outside 
airports. 
• Poor consultation with local communities over development proposals, especially for 
developments worth less than $20m 
• Concern about lack of developer contributions (required by state law) to upgrade community 
infrastructure in response to increased activity and employment  
Airports:  
• The airports supported continuation of the ‘light-handed’ regulatory regime 
• Complications and delays caused by operation of the interaction between the Airports Act 
and the Environment Planning and Biodiversity Conservation Act  
• Greater coordination of off-airport land use planning to prevent residential creep and high-
rise encroachment on airspace 
Airlines and operators:  
• Aeronautical requirements of airports and airlines should take precedence over non-
aeronautical developments of airports.  
Tab. 1: Planning issues raised in submissions to the Australian Government’s National Aviation 
Review Issues Paper released in April 2008 
The Green Paper subsequently outlined a general blueprint for the aviation industry 
(Australian Government, 2008b). The spread and depth of concerns overall aired in 
submissions is more or less comparable between the two documents. The topic of 
airport infrastructure, most directly denoting content relevant to airports and their 
development, attracted the lion’s share of submissions (181 or 86% of the total) as 
summarised in Figure 1.  
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Fig. 1: Concern about Airport Infrastructure and other issues in submissions to the Australian 
Government’s Aviation Green Paper released in December 2008 
 
The planning issues raised in the Green Paper submissions were categorised into 16 
specific topics derived from both the contents of the Green Paper and the recording 
of other airport planning issues raised in the submissions themselves. The discourse 
was analysed by recording, for each submission, positions or judgements on issues 
raised, arguments and proposals on issues, and emotional or rhetorical phrases 
used. Each submission was also classified according to participant type and the main 
airport discussed. The resulting database was sorted by participant, issue, and 
airport to identify competing discourses and potential discourse coalitions. Table 2 
outlines the 16 specific issues identified in order of importance and conveying the 
broad canvas of opinion on planning-related matters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Regional Airports: including significance of regional airports to regional development, 
international access to regional airports, desirability and cost of security measures, and 
funding programs for regional and remote airports (83). 
Planning Around Airports: including risk-based planning of off-airport development to allow 
for airport operation & growth, public safety zones around airports, planning under flight 
paths and to manage noise exposure, and general planning of airport regions (but not off-
airport infrastructure planning) (70). 
Airport-Related Noise Mitigation: including desirability and operation of curfews, noise-
insulation programs and industry funding for noise mitigation and compensation (65). 
Airport Community Consultation: including desirability of establishing airport community 
consultation groups, compositions, roles and responsibilities, and procedural matters (64). 
Government Responsibilities in Airport Planning: including desirability of Commonwealth 
control over airport planning, jurisdiction over non-aeronautical development on airport land, 
intergovernmental coordination for airport-related development and Local Government 
control of smaller airports (64). 
Non-Aeronautical Uses at Airports: including potential impacts on aeronautical uses, 
desirability or need for non-aeronautical uses, and competition with similar uses outside 
airports (55). 
Airport Investment and Growth: Including impacts on investment from global financial crisis, 
oil depletion, and proposed regulatory changes, significance of non-aeronautical revenues to 
investment, desirability of airport investment/growth & alternatives to airport investments 
(54). 
Airport-Related Noise Information Tools: including adequacy of Australian Noise Exposure 
Forecasts as planning information tools, web-based flight path information tools, the 
Transport Noise Information Package and providing noise exposure advice to home-buyers 
(53). 
Off-Airport Transport and Community Infrastructure: including extent of airport impacts on 
surrounding infrastructure, infrastructure funding responsibilities and integrating planning of 
on- and off-airport infrastructure (53). 
Airport Master Planning: including accuracy and transparency of master plans, level of detail 
in master plans, and desirability of proposed changes to master planning including precinct 
plans (51). 
Airport Planning Advisory Panels: including desirability of establishing panels, composition, 
roles and responsibilities, and funding (43). 
Second Sydney Airport (SSA) and Sydney Airport Capacity: including desirability of second 
Sydney airport, alternatives to a second Sydney airport and possible locations (42). 
General Aviation at Airports: including significance of and provision for General Aviation (GA) 
at airports, noise from GA activities, location of GA airports (40). 
Airport Development Control: including review of major development plan triggers, call-in 
power for sensitive developments and prohibition of incompatible uses on airport land (38). 
Airport Pricing: including desirability of more extensive price monitoring, price monitoring of 
airport car parking, and proposed ‘show cause’ process for pricing misbehaviour (31). 
Airport-Related Noise and Health Impacts: including health impacts of aviation noise, studies 
of health impacts, and use of health risk assessment for airport developments (14). 
Tab. 2: A categorisation of airport planning issues raised in submissions to the Australian 
Government’s Green Paper on Aviation Policy, ranked ordered by the number of substantive 
mentions in submissions (in parentheses)  
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Major airport planning  
issue 
Business 
submissions 
Community 
submissions 
Government 
submissions  
Regional Airports  1 13 1 
Planning around Airports  2 9 2 
Noise Mitigation 7 1 6 
Community Consultation 10 2 10 
Government 
responsibilities 
4 5 4 
Non-aeronautical uses 12 12 3 
Airport Investment and 
Growth 
3 4 13 
Noise information  13 3 7 
Off-Airport infrastructure 14 10 5 
Airport Master Planning 8 8 9 
Airport Planning Advisory 
Panels 
5 15 8 
Second Sydney Airport 9 11 12 
General Aviation Airports 15 6 14 
Airport Development 
Control 
11 14 11 
Airport Pricing 6 16 15 
Noise and Health Impacts  16 7 16 
 
Tab. 3: Major planning issues responses to the Australian Government’s Aviation Green Paper 
as ranked in submissions from the business, community and government sectors 
Table 3 elaborates by showing the airport-related issues most frequently mentioned 
overall and their varying significance according to three broad stakeholder groups: 
business (including the airports), government (state and local) and community 
interests. Regional airport concerns topped the list with 83 mentions, aided by a 
letter writing campaign organised by Tourism Tropical North Queensland that 
accounted for more than two dozen identical submissions. Regional airport 
concerns, also mentioned by local councils responsible for managing regional 
airports, included positive recognition of the role which airports can play in regional 
 
 
development. Airport pricing was primarily a concern for the business sector, 
particularly airport companies and the airlines that pay to use their facilities. 
Similarly, the health impact of airport-related noise was primarily raised by 
community groups and individuals. This issue was also mentioned by two state 
governments, but not a single business or business organisation.  
 
Issue  No. of 
comments 
Safeguard against incompatible development important 28 
Planning for noise attenuation important 17 
Need for coordinated area planning and impact assessment in airport vicinity 15 
Supports public safety zones 9 
Supports review of ANEF standards 6 
Supports risk based land use framework 6 
Tab. 4:  Specific concerns with “planning around airports“ nominated in submissions to the 
Australian Government’s Aviation Green Paper  
While the general heading of aviation infrastructure is inclusive of diverse but 
interrelated topics, the generic issue “planning around airports” identifies a major 
concern in 70 separate submissions and can be further deconstructed into several 
sub-issues (Table 4). The analysis of these submissions below, orientated to spatial 
governance issues and some of the ideas canvassed in the Green Paper, draws out 
significant contrasts between the airports and most other stakeholder’s view of the 
world. 
5 Summary of submissions on airport planning and development  
The airport (business) submissions provide strong support for continued and 
singular Commonwealth control over airport planning, although there is 
nervousness about the application of untested measures such as mooted Ministerial 
“call-in” powers. Brisbane Airport suggested the Commonwealth should even extend 
its planning power to cover off-airport proposals compromising airport safety and 
efficiency. Canberra Airport provided a range of options for planning around 
airports including a “show cause” mechanism requiring developers to fully justify 
their proposals to the Commonwealth. The airports nonetheless provided some 
support for better intergovernmental coordination, particularly between 
Commonwealth and State Governments. The airlines also provided a degree of 
support for improved intergovernmental coordination. In relation to the new idea of 
airport planning advisory panels (APAPs), many of the airports opposed their 
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establishment on the grounds that the groups were unnecessary. Adelaide Airport, 
with an effective consultative committee mechanism already in place, argued that 
introducing APAPs carried the “very real risk” of conflict and confusion. Another 
said that they might foster “uncertainty”. Other airport operators, such as 
Bankstown and Australian Pacific Airports (Melbourne and Launceston), also 
expressed concern, arguing that membership must be independent of local and 
indeed State Governments. The Australian Airports Association argued there must 
be “safeguards” against airport critics in any consultative process. Perth warned of 
the danger of community consultation groups being “hijacked”.  
The property industry, government and community submissions were strongly, 
but not unanimously, opposed to continued sole Commonwealth airport planning 
control, particularly in relation to commercial developments characterising the 
evolution towards the ‘airport city’ model. The Shopping Centre Council argued that 
“the most equitable approach” was for non-aeronautical developments to comply 
with state and local planning regulations. Some government submissions indicated 
that if planning approval role were to stay with the Commonwealth, non-
aeronautical developments should at least be tested against state and local 
requirements for consistency. In relation to the idea of a “national land-use planning 
regime” for airport-related noise, the Western Australian Government said it 
opposed any shifting of off-airport planning responsibility to the Commonwealth. 
Almost all of the property industry, government and community submissions, 
however, supported the proposed APAPs. State government submissions generally 
said state representatives should be on the panels, while local government 
submissions predictably proposed council membership. In relation to 
complementary community consultation groups, state and local governments were 
supportive but warned of problems already evident with existing ad hoc airport 
groups. The community group submissions were remarkably even less enthusiastic 
for the same reason. While most supported improved community consultation, they 
were highly critical of existing airport community consultation groups and processes. 
6 Recognising the airport region  
Only a relatively small number of submissions explicitly commended integrated 
airport area development as a desirable policy direction (Table 4). The strongest 
endorsements came from local government interests, of which three are 
representative. The Australian Mayoral Aviation Council said that “no airport exists 
only within the boundary fence” and that planning processes need to better 
coordinate conflicting objectives of airports and surrounding communities. The 
 
 
Australian Local Government Association maintained that “airports in urban areas 
are major generators of employment & traffic and therefore must be properly 
integrated into local and city wide plans”.  Thirdly, Brisbane City Council specifically 
wanted a “well-balanced framework to enable an effective and sustainable 
integration of Brisbane Airport with the urban fabric of Brisbane City and the 
(South-East Queensland) region”. The most expansive view of airport related land 
use planning beyond noise considerations was offered by a national business lobby 
group, The Urban Taskforce, in arguing that “growth, commerce and industry must 
not be unrealistically restricted near airports and it is the role of planning to 
facilitate the right type of development”.  
This issue of rationalised spatial governance, which goes to the heart of a more 
synergistic model of planning at the airport-city interface, is barely touched upon. 
The issue is nowhere explicitly canvassed within the Policy Review, perhaps partly 
because of the inherited notion that the federal government should avoid 
involvement in state and local land use planning issues except where operational 
matters are concerned. As a result, the Green Paper largely treats airports in a rather 
traditional fashion as entities disconnected from the broader metropolitan and 
regional fabric, despite emphasizing their importance for economic development 
and their potential disbenefits in environmental amenity terms. Beyond the airport 
boundary, the formal interest conveyed by the Green Paper narrows very sharply to 
noise, building height, and flight paths. In this sense it conveys an unbalanced or at 
least incomplete vision. The primary concern is fixated on preventing 
incompatibility rather than more pro-actively promoting compatibility.  
7 Conclusion 
Schaafsma (2008, 78) comments that airport regions “are a new reality, often still 
overlooked by planners and policy makers”. The recent Australian experience 
confirms that this observation and many of the same planning issues evident 
overseas surface albeit within a distinctive governance regime for major airports 
created by the combination of privatisation and light-handed national regulation. 
Australia’s National Aviation Review nevertheless foreshadows greater public 
scrutiny of airport development, particularly non-aeronautical proposals. However, 
submissions to the Green Paper of December 2008 as a sampling of national opinion 
on airport planning issues indicate two distinct discourses across which a 
rapprochement needs to be mediated. 
On the one hand, airport business interests generally believe that existing airport 
planning is effective and they are uneasy at any major policy changes, especially 
given the major financial commitments which they have made under the 
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privatisation arrangements embodied in the Airports Act 1996. They want a 
regulatory framework that provides investor certainty, support continued 
Commonwealth control, but do see some merit in better integration of on- and off-
airport planning. They argue for state and local governments to accept their fair 
share of responsibility for land-use and transport planning, and emphasise that off-
airport planning must be improved to ensure safe and efficient airport operations. 
On the other hand, the property industry, state and local governments, and 
communities believe existing airport planning is inadequate. They want a regulatory 
regime that is fair and consistent with state planning laws. They can see some merit 
in better integration of off- and on-airport planning to increase safety for airports 
and nearby residents. However, they want new airport planning and consultation 
measures to reduce the risks from airport developments and noise. They argue such 
measures are necessary to increase certainty for surrounding businesses and 
communities. 
The challenge ahead for Australian aviation policy-makers will be to promote 
constructive collaboration in planning for sustainable airport regions. The new 
consultative mechanisms and augmented information requirements floated in the 
Green Paper effectively signposted the formal recommendations in the climatic 
White Paper released in December 2009 (Australian Government. 2009). More 
information-sharing protocols and greater scrutiny of airport land use decision-
making, particularly with regard to commercial developments, will be put in place in 
the wake of the National Aviation Review. However, no augmented statutory role for 
state or local governments in federal airports will eventuate; oversight for airport 
infrastructure development will stay firmly with the Commonwealth Government, 
and in particular the relevant Minister. The “black hole“ remains the airport 
environs. What is missing is the coherent vision for the future of the airport and the 
region that can come from a more synoptic perspective within which the airport “can 
take … the role of a uniting rather than a dividing force” (Knippenberger, 2006, 9). 
Although holistic airport area strategies have not emerged as a major topic of 
deliberation though the National Aviation Review, they nonetheless constitute one 
procedural innovation which could provide a more effective framework for 
integrating the host of economic, environmental and social considerations, including 
the realisation and rationalisation of area development potential, involved in the 
better planning of airport regions. 
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